Taylor, Howard  1929-

Howard Taylor Photographs and Lantern Slides, 1946-1956

Physical Description:  1 archival shoe box (.25 cu. ft.)

Description: Howard Taylor worked as illustrator for the Institute of Geophysics and Planetary Physics at Scripps Institution of Oceanography. The accession consists of a few hundred 4x5 b/w copy negatives of line drawings and images of waves and surf. Some of these are based on military aerial flights over shores and ports. There are also several photographs of naval ships in heavy seas. There are images taken during the 1946 Hilo and Alaskan tsunamis. The accession also includes several hundred glass mounted lantern slides received in a box labeled, “Wave Direction Guadalupe and Southern Swell.” These images were all labeled Munk, and Taylor’s successor Breck Betts gave them to Scripps Archives with the comment that Howard Taylor prepared illustrations for Walter Munk’s scientific papers and other research. Some of these images appear to be related to Capricorn Expedition.
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BOX   FOLDER TITLE

1   Line drawings and images of waves and surf (42 items)
    Line drawings and images based on military aerial flights over shores and ports (17 items)
    Photographs of naval ships in heavy seas (7 items)
    Photographs taken during the 1946 Hilo and Alaskan tsunamis (2 items)
    Mounted lantern slides, Wave Direction Guadalupe [Island] and Southern Swell (79 items)